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Abstract 

A significant part of the WP4 activities are the user profiling activities. WP 4 covers the full range of 

personalization of services, including the recommendation engine, the ontologies used for the various 

applications and domains, and providing the recommendations as part of the user experience when 

navigating through the applications. Ultimately, however, the personalization is based on the previous 

actions of the individual user. This requires the collection of data about the user actions and subsequent 

derivation of a user profile. 

The workflow of the profiling engine and the APIs it provides are already described in the Hyper360 

deliverable "D4.1 Preliminary Media Graphs, Profiling and Recommendation Engine". 

As already mentioned in that deliverable, the profiling engine is conceptually capable to make use of user 

profile information that exists outside of Hyper360 (such as Facebook profiles, fitness monitor data or data 

from health club application forms), but, unchanged from the previous status, none of the applications 

developed in Hyper360 requires or makes use of the functionality. 

Since the structure of the profiling engine has already been described in the earlier D4.1, this deliverable 

D4.2 will only repeat that information where it improves readability. In all other cases it is assumed that the 

reader has access to D4.1 and references to that document are sufficient. 

While the previous D4.1 document described the specification of the profiling engine, this D4.2 document 

primarily covers the implementation of the profiling engine, its integration with the OmniPlayer and the use 

of the profiling engine in the Hyper360 pilots and subsequent audience assessments. 

Deliverables 7.2 Pilots Reports and 7.3 Audience Assessment Reports already provide some information 

about the user pilots and audience assessments. Additional details about the experiences with the user 

profiling during the pilots are made available here in D4.2.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A significant part of the WP4 activities are the user profiling activities. WP 4 covers the full range of 

personalization services, including the recommendation engine, the ontology used for the various 

applications and domains, and providing the recommendations as part of the user experience when 

navigating through the applications. Ultimately, however, the personalization is based on the 

previous actions of the individual user. This requires the collection of data about the user actions 

and subsequent derivation of a user profile. 

The workflow of the profiling engine and the APIs it provides are already described in the Hyper360 

deliverable "D4.1 Preliminary Media Graphs, Profiling and Recommendation Engine". 

As already mentioned in that deliverable, the profiling engine is conceptually capable to make use 

of user profile information that exists outside of Hyper360 (such as Facebook profiles, fitness monitor 

data or data from health club application forms), but, unchanged from the previous status, none of 

the applications developed in Hyper360 requires or makes use of the functionality. Therefore, in the 

premise of Hyper360, the personalizaton engine uses only the behaviour of the user over content 

and not any third-party resources. 

Since the structure of the profiling engine has already been described in the earlier D4.1, this 

deliverable (D4.2) will only repeat that information where it improves readability. In all other cases it 

is assumed that the reader has access to D4.1 and references to that document are sufficient. 

D4.1 provided the specification for the profiling engine. D4.2 primarily covers the implementation of 

the profiling engine, its integration with the OmniPlayer and the use of the profiling engine in the 

Hyper360 pilots and subsequent audience assessments. 

Deliverables 7.2 “Pilots Reports” and 7.3 “Audience Assessment Reports” already provide some 

information about the user pilots and audience assessments. Additional details about the 

experiences with the user profiling during the pilots are made available here in D4.2. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The deliverable is focused on the user profiling aspects of "WP4 Personalization". Aspects relating 

primarily to the media navigation graphs and recommendations will be covered in the forthcoming 

deliverable "D4.3 Media Navigation Graph Techniques and Recommendation Engine". 

Information contained in that deliverable is assumed to be available to readers of this deliverable 

and will only repeated where it improves readability or specific aspects have been challenged or 

updated during implementation and pilot phases. 

To this end, this deliverable describes the implementation of the user Profiling Engine in the 

Hyper360 project and its subsequent use in the project pilots. The implementation is based on the 

specification available in Deliverable "D4.1 Preliminary Media Graphs, Profiling and 

Recommendation Engine", specifically chapter 4 of that deliverable. 

In addition, this deliverable describes the updates regarding the preparation of personalization pilots 

(re Section 2 of D4.1), as well as the updates of the LUMO ontology and the Semantic Interpreter, 

used for the semantic alignment of content (re Section 3 of D4.1). While this semantic alignment is 

relevant to both the user preference extraction as well as the recommendation process, in this 

document the focus is set on user profiling aspect for both. 

The profiling engine is conceptually capable to make use of user profile information that exists 

outside of Hyper360 (such as Facebook profiles, fitness monitor data or data from health club 

application forms), but, unchanged from the previous status, none of the applications developed in 

Hyper360 requires or makes use of the functionality. Therefore, in the premise of Hyper360, the 

personalizaton engine uses only the behaviour of the user over content and not any third-party 

resources. 

User profiling in Hyper360 is exclusively done on the base of user interaction with the applications 

developed in the project. Due to the scope of the applications selected, no outside user profiles 

(Facebook, shopping history, activity trackers) have been used in Hyper360 so far. 

1.1 DOCUMENT OUTLINE 

This deliverable consists of the following parts: 

 Section 1 is an introduction to the deliverable and also provides a short overview of the 

personalization services in Hyper360, summarizing key points from the earlier D4.1. 

 Section 2 describes personalization preparation for the pilots, including the selection of online 

resources relevant for the scenarios used by RBB and Mediaset 

 Section 3 describes the updates of the LUMO ontology and of the implementation of the 

semantic interpreter, used to semantically define and enrich disparate metadata under 

uniform background knowledge, from the user profiling perspective.  

 Section 4 describes the implementation of the profiling engine 

 Section 5 provides information about the user assessment activities beyond what is already 

covered in D7.2 and D7.3 

 Section 6 summarizes the document’s conclusions 
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1.2 USER PROFILING OVERVIEW 

This section provides a short overview of the personalization activities in Hyper360 as a base for 

understanding the user profiling activities. It re-uses content of the earlier D4.1. For a more extensive 

description, readers should refer to that deliverable. 

Each user is considered an entity with specific characteristics such as taste, age and viewing history. 

In order to make meaningful recommendations, accurate modelling of such preferences of the users 

is key.  

To collect this information, two methods are available:  

 the explicit way where the user explicitly states the interests  

 the implicit way by using information collected from the observable behaviour of the user.  

The explicit way is presumably more accurate but is more difficult to collect since the user typically 

is reluctant to release any explicit feedback. The implicit way is more error-prone, but at the same 

time it is unobtrusive and is able to reveal intrinsic, tacit information about the user and about the 

semantic relationships within the content itself. 

Hyper360 opts for the use of implicit feedback, in order to allow for seamless personalised content 

delivery. Without requiring any manual effort on their side, the user's state of immersion and 

engagement is further heightened through an experience that is more relevant to their preferences. 

Pivotal to an effective implicit personalisation strategy is the use of 360° videos. While traditional, 

fixed perspective video offers little to no insight as to what viewers are looking at, free viewpoint 

video offers the unique opportunity to recognise areas of interest and disinterest. In addition, it allows 

all the added interactions of enhanced traditional video, such as interacting with superimposed 

objects and hyperlinks. 

To this end, the viewing behaviour of the user, as captured through OmniPlayer, coupled with the 

information of what the interesting content is about (as characterised by content metadata authored 

through OmniConnect and stored in the video annotation DB) are the most pivotal aspects that 

ensure effectively personalised, highly immersive viewing experiences. The logical flow between 

these tools and personalisation services is portrayed in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Logical flow of the Hyper360 personalization services 
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2. PERSONALIZATION DOMAINS BASED ON USER SCENARIOS 

2.1. IMMERSIVE JOURNALISM  

Out of the originally envisaged two pilot applications for the evaluation and demonstration of the 

recommendation in interactive 360o videos for immersive journalism, the Event Scenario "Fritz 

Deutschpoeten" had to be discarded as the event itself did not take place in 2019 (for the first time 

in ten years!) so that there was no pilot production. Instead, the Educational Scenario "Fontane360" 

was selected. The Fontane texts and corresponding videos of the city of Wustrau in Brandenburg 

offer a variety of choices for end users navigating the interactive experience as described in the rest 

of this subsection. 

The "Fontane360" pilot was motivated by the national celebrations of the 200th anniversary of the 

German Writer Theodor Fontane. Fontane had lived in Berlin and Brandenburg and his famous 

travelogue "Walks through the March of Brandenburg" ("Wanderungen durch die Mark 

Brandenburg"), originally published in 1862-1889 formed the basis of this interactive experience 

"Fontane360". It follows Fontane on these walks in the area of Lake Ruppin in Brandenburg and 

offers a plethora of information on the geography, history, art, architecture and literature of 

Brandenburg seen through Fontane's eyes. 

Focussing on the personalization aspects of the pilot, we identified several topics that were rich in 

both Fontane's texts of the eighteenth century and the area today. Thesa are: local history, 

architecture, nature, war, art, and music and even Law studies play a role there. In his travelogue 

Fontane writes about a famous officer of the Prussian Army, General Zieten, who had substantial 

political influence in the area. His birthplace is now used as an academy for training and further 

education of judges. It is surrounded by a beautiful park and was built with a view on Lake Ruppin. 

Fontane speaks about the art in this huge mansion, specifically about some paintings and sculptures 

and the people of political recognition depicted there. Leaving the mansion, the user crosses another 

small park with a tall chimney that has a stork’s nest on top. From there we enter the churchyard of 

Wustrau's beautiful village church which has straits of romanesque and gothic architecture. In the 

churchyard we find two monuments of war and the famous tombs and epitaphs of General Zieten, 

his wife and his son, another famous officer of the Prussian Army. Stepping inside the church the 

visitor finds different artefacts from religious arts to a beautiful old organ, but also more war 

monuments and another portrait of General Zieten, so that all video segments cover a variety of 

topics for which the editors could offer additional content. This selection of topics seemed sufficiently 

broad to enable and evaluate personalized content presentation. 

In OmniConnect, the rbb Innovation Team added meta tags to metadata fields. These fields cover 

areas of interest without interaction features. They are tagged in order to track which objects users 

look at. This allows to determine interest in specific features, even without an active click on a button. 

Meta tags were also added to hotspots which trigger more content - clicking on such an icon would 

show an enlarged image, start an audio, or switch to another 360° video, as in the example below: 
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Figure 2: Metatags assigned to Hotpsot "leading into church", i.e. opening a new 360° video 

Table 1 lists available identified online materials, pertaining to the content relevant to the two 

aforementioned scenarios. This content was used as the basis for the semantic population of 

knowledge pertaining to the relevant domains, as will be further detailed in Section 3.2. 

Table 1: Online content relevant to the Immersive Journalism scenario domains 

Website Description Justification 

Fontane360 (Education Scenario) 

https://fontane-

200.de/en/  
Background information 

about locations in the 

context of the anniversary 

celebrations 

This website covers a number of 

activities that touch upon the various 

fields of interest of the Fontane360 

experience 

http://www.ohio.edu/chast

ain/ip/prussia.htm  
History of Prussia Brandenburg had been a part of 

Prussia since the early 17th century and 

history is one of the main topics of 

Fontane’s texts used for the experience 

https://words.fromoldbook

s.org/Wood-

NuttallEncyclopaedia/z/zi

ethenjohannjoachimvon.htm

l  

Short encyclopaedic text on 

J.J. von Zieten 
The selected Fontane text circles 

around this figure of political interest 

and influence, the “Old Zieten”  

http://www.historyfiles.c

o.uk/KingListsEurope/Germ

anyBrandenburg.htm  

History of Brandenburg One of the main topics of Fontane’s 

texts used for the experience 

https://fontane-200.de/en/
https://fontane-200.de/en/
http://www.ohio.edu/chastain/ip/prussia.htm
http://www.ohio.edu/chastain/ip/prussia.htm
https://words.fromoldbooks.org/Wood-NuttallEncyclopaedia/z/ziethenjohannjoachimvon.html
https://words.fromoldbooks.org/Wood-NuttallEncyclopaedia/z/ziethenjohannjoachimvon.html
https://words.fromoldbooks.org/Wood-NuttallEncyclopaedia/z/ziethenjohannjoachimvon.html
https://words.fromoldbooks.org/Wood-NuttallEncyclopaedia/z/ziethenjohannjoachimvon.html
https://words.fromoldbooks.org/Wood-NuttallEncyclopaedia/z/ziethenjohannjoachimvon.html
http://www.historyfiles.co.uk/KingListsEurope/GermanyBrandenburg.htm
http://www.historyfiles.co.uk/KingListsEurope/GermanyBrandenburg.htm
http://www.historyfiles.co.uk/KingListsEurope/GermanyBrandenburg.htm
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http://www.barrierefreie-

reiseziele.de/en/discover

-all-our-regions/ruppin-

lakes/  

About Ruppiner Lake The experience was shot in this area 

https://www.brandenburg-

tourism.com/detail/id/758

6/theme/a-z.html  

About Ruppiner Lake and 

the major city at the lake, 

Neuruppin 

Geographical information about the 

area 

https://www.britannica.co

m/art/Baroque-art-and-

architecture  

Encyclopaedic information 

about Baroque 
The church and its interior art are in 

baroque style 

http://www.interlude.hk/f

ront/the-baroque-era-the-

golden-age-of-the-organ/  

About baroque organs 

(instruments and music) 
There is such an instrument in Wustrau 

church 

http://www.visual-arts-

cork.com/sculpture/baroqu

e-sculpture.htm  

Encyclopaedic article about 

baroque sculpture 
The interior of Wustrau church has 

baroque sculpture which is explicitly 

mentioned in the Fontane audio reading 

in the experience 

2.2 TARGETED ADVERTISING  

In the first pilot phase and in the first round of the assessment activity, RTI decided to exploit the 

personalisation domain focusing only on Technogym-Sporting Club scenario (Fitness). 

On the OmniConnect platform RTI added relevant tags on hotspots in order to create a personalised 

experience to users. As shown in the picture below, keywords were provided both in English and in 

Italian, since both languages were supported by the recommendation system. In this specific 

example, the yellow hotspot connects users to Technogym website. It provides further description 

about the Cyclette machine and gives the possibility to purchase it too.  

http://www.barrierefreie-reiseziele.de/en/discover-all-our-regions/ruppin-lakes/
http://www.barrierefreie-reiseziele.de/en/discover-all-our-regions/ruppin-lakes/
http://www.barrierefreie-reiseziele.de/en/discover-all-our-regions/ruppin-lakes/
http://www.barrierefreie-reiseziele.de/en/discover-all-our-regions/ruppin-lakes/
https://www.brandenburg-tourism.com/detail/id/7586/theme/a-z.html
https://www.brandenburg-tourism.com/detail/id/7586/theme/a-z.html
https://www.brandenburg-tourism.com/detail/id/7586/theme/a-z.html
https://www.britannica.com/art/Baroque-art-and-architecture
https://www.britannica.com/art/Baroque-art-and-architecture
https://www.britannica.com/art/Baroque-art-and-architecture
http://www.interlude.hk/front/the-baroque-era-the-golden-age-of-the-organ/
http://www.interlude.hk/front/the-baroque-era-the-golden-age-of-the-organ/
http://www.interlude.hk/front/the-baroque-era-the-golden-age-of-the-organ/
http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/sculpture/baroque-sculpture.htm
http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/sculpture/baroque-sculpture.htm
http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/sculpture/baroque-sculpture.htm
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Figure 3: Technogym-Sporting Club scenario 

In this example, all keywords (spinning, quadriceps etc.) are related to that specific machine.  

The same pattern has been used for all the other hotspots in the configuration. 

For the next pilot phase, RTI will mainly focus on new tourism sector scenarios, which will be 

"Venezia" and "Duomo museum" pilots, whose set up is ongoing. This orientation comes from 

diversification and heterogeneity of tourism domain, which keeps open many possible ways of 

enriching experiences. 

Table 2: Online content relevant to the Targeted Advertising scenario domains 

Website Description Justification 

Tourism Scenario (Venezia, Duomo) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venice Tourism Venice Wikipedia page 

http://en.turismovenezia.it/Venezia/Art-and-

Culture/1575451369.html 

Tourism Touristic information about 

Venice (Art, Culture etc) 

https://www.veneziaunica.it/en/content/intr

oduction-venice 

Tourism Touristic information about 

Venice (Museums, Lifestyle, 

Markets etc.) 

http://en.venezia.net/ Tourism Information on hotels, 

Restaurants, Museum and 

events in Venice 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venice
http://en.turismovenezia.it/Venezia/Art-and-Culture/1575451369.html
http://en.turismovenezia.it/Venezia/Art-and-Culture/1575451369.html
https://www.veneziaunica.it/en/content/introduction-venice
https://www.veneziaunica.it/en/content/introduction-venice
http://en.venezia.net/
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https://www.comune.venezia.it/ Tourism Official Venice city council site 

https://en.wikivoyage.org/wiki/Venice Tourism Venice Wikivoyage page 

https://www.turismo.it/italia/scheda/venezi

a/ 

Tourism Touristic information about 

Venice (Monuments, Food etc.) 

https://www.venicewelcome.com/it/info/mo

numenti_di_venezia/ 

Tourism Touristic information about 

Venice (Monuments, tours etc.) 

https://travellingwithliz.com/piatti-tipici-

veneziani-da-assaggiare-a-venezia 

Tourism Venetian cuisine information 

https://venezia.italiani.it/author/albertotosof

ei/ 

Tourism Information about the writer 

Alberto Toso Fei, expert in 

Venice history 

https://www.dissapore.com/alimentazione/p

iatti-tipici-veneziani-i-migliori-da-assaggiare/ 

Tourism Venetian cuisine information 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venetian_cuisi

ne 

Tourism Venetian cuisine information  

https://www.viamichelin.it/web/Ristoranti/R

istoranti-Venezia-_-Venezia-Italia 

Tourism Restaurant information for 

Venice 

https://www.thefork.it/citta/venezia/577979 Tourism Restaurant information for 

Venice – The Fork 

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Tourism-g187870-

Venice_Veneto-Vacations.html 

Tourism Touristic information about 

Venice – Tripadvisor 

https://www.duomomilano.it/en/infopage/v

eneranda-fabbrica-del-duomo-di-milano/68/ 

Tourism It covers relevant information 

related to Milan 

https://www.duomomilano.it/en/ Tourism Duomo di Milano official website 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milan_Cathedr

al 

Tourism Duomo di Milano Wikipedia 

Page 

https://www.milan-museum.com/duomo-

milan-cathedral.php 

Tourism Touristic information about 

Duomo di Milano 

http://www.turismo.milano.it/wps/portal/tu

r/en 

Tourism Touristic information about Milan 

https://www.in-lombardia.it/en/tourism-in-

lombardy/tourism-milan 

Tourism Touristic information about Milan 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grande_Museo

_del_Duomo_di_Milano 

Tourism Duomo di Milano Museum page 

on Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veneranda_Fa

bbrica_del_Duomo_di_Milano 

Tourism Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo 

Wikipedia Page 

https://www.comune.venezia.it/
https://en.wikivoyage.org/wiki/Venice
https://www.turismo.it/italia/scheda/venezia/
https://www.turismo.it/italia/scheda/venezia/
https://www.venicewelcome.com/it/info/monumenti_di_venezia/
https://www.venicewelcome.com/it/info/monumenti_di_venezia/
https://travellingwithliz.com/piatti-tipici-veneziani-da-assaggiare-a-venezia
https://travellingwithliz.com/piatti-tipici-veneziani-da-assaggiare-a-venezia
https://venezia.italiani.it/author/albertotosofei/
https://venezia.italiani.it/author/albertotosofei/
https://www.dissapore.com/alimentazione/piatti-tipici-veneziani-i-migliori-da-assaggiare/
https://www.dissapore.com/alimentazione/piatti-tipici-veneziani-i-migliori-da-assaggiare/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venetian_cuisine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venetian_cuisine
https://www.viamichelin.it/web/Ristoranti/Ristoranti-Venezia-_-Venezia-Italia
https://www.viamichelin.it/web/Ristoranti/Ristoranti-Venezia-_-Venezia-Italia
https://www.thefork.it/citta/venezia/577979
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Tourism-g187870-Venice_Veneto-Vacations.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Tourism-g187870-Venice_Veneto-Vacations.html
https://www.duomomilano.it/en/infopage/veneranda-fabbrica-del-duomo-di-milano/68/
https://www.duomomilano.it/en/infopage/veneranda-fabbrica-del-duomo-di-milano/68/
https://www.duomomilano.it/en/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milan_Cathedral
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milan_Cathedral
https://www.milan-museum.com/duomo-milan-cathedral.php
https://www.milan-museum.com/duomo-milan-cathedral.php
http://www.turismo.milano.it/wps/portal/tur/en
http://www.turismo.milano.it/wps/portal/tur/en
https://www.in-lombardia.it/en/tourism-in-lombardy/tourism-milan
https://www.in-lombardia.it/en/tourism-in-lombardy/tourism-milan
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grande_Museo_del_Duomo_di_Milano
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grande_Museo_del_Duomo_di_Milano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veneranda_Fabbrica_del_Duomo_di_Milano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veneranda_Fabbrica_del_Duomo_di_Milano
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navigli Tourism Wikipedia page about Navigli in 

Milan  

https://www.informagiovani-

italia.com/navigli_milano.htm 

Tourism Touristic information about 

Navigli in Milan 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cucina_milanes

e 

Tourism Wikipedia page about Milan 

cuisine 

https://www.thefork.it/citta/milano/348156 Tourism Restaurant information for Milan 

– The fork 

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Tourism-g187849-

Milan_Lombardy-Vacations.html 

Tourism Touristic information about Milan 

– Tripadvisor 

 

3. SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION OF PREFERENCES  

As analysed in Deliverable 4.1, due to the vast, diverse and cross-domain content pertaining to all 

the Hyper360 scenarios, it was necessary to semantically align the disparate content descriptions 

(free-form text and/or textual tags) under a finite, expressive semantic vocabulary. This semantic 

alignment would not only pertain to the coverage of concepts to be used in the personalization 

process (both profiling as well as recommendation), but also to particular properties and rules 

interrelating concepts through the defined properties, in a manner that would be just enough to cover 

the most important information pertaining to each domain from a user's point of view (during 

profiling), while at the same time being rich enough to make productive, enriched inference (during 

recommendation) beyond the apparent information towards advanced, meaningful personalization.  

To this end the Linked User Model Ontology1  [1] (LUMO) kept on being populated during the second 

year of the project, with knowledge prominent to the different personalization scenarios, described 

in Section “2. Personalization Domains based on User Scenarios”. The implementation of the 

Semantic Interpreter, described in Deliverable 4.1, was finalized for English content and expanded 

to support multilingual interpretation. Respective REST services to accommodate the 

communication of the tool and the Profiling Engine were implemented.  

3.1 DOMAIN BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

LUMO has been extended to cater for the different aspects of the Fontane, Gym-exercise and 

Tourism domain. In the current version (v3.2) more than 320 concepts have been added, with a few 

additional object properties (relations), used to aid the profiling process under the uniform 

vocabulary. Meanwhile, ~270 hierarchical and non-hierarchical interrelations (axioms/rules) between 

them were engineered, to ensure advanced inferencing in the recommendation stage. A snapshot 

of LUMO v3.2 can be seen in Figure 4.  

The core of LUMO still consists of the four main axes described in Deliverable 4.1:   

 Agents (e.g. People and Organisations),  

 Context Dimensions (including media and user context),  

                                                             
1 https://github.com/linkedusermodelontology 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navigli
https://www.informagiovani-italia.com/navigli_milano.htm
https://www.informagiovani-italia.com/navigli_milano.htm
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cucina_milanese
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cucina_milanese
https://www.thefork.it/citta/milano/348156
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Tourism-g187849-Milan_Lombardy-Vacations.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Tourism-g187849-Milan_Lombardy-Vacations.html
https://github.com/linkedusermodelontology
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 Spatio-temporal aspects and  

 Domain-dependent dimensions, which include Topics, non-topic Intangible aspects (e.g. 

events) and Tangible objects 

 

Figure 4: LUMO v3.2 snapshot 

To this end, entities (concept and relations) pertaining to art in general, like for example art styles 

and artwork (pieces of art), relevant to both the Fontane (with respect to the relevant video setting) 

and Tourism scenarios, have been extended to more details over the previous version (v3), as can 

be seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Artwork, artefacts and art styles in LUMO v3.2 

 

For the Fontane scenario in particular (since Fontane was a renowned novelist and poet) care was 

given to literary work and techniques, with an extension to religious literary works to suit the aspect 

of religious tourism in the Tourism scenario, as well as other religious entities (i.e. Deities that can 

be depicted in monuments or other forms of artwork and other details) added for the latter scenario, 

as seen in Figure 6 - examples are not limited to presented extensions. 

 

Figure 6: Literary works and religious aspects in LUMO v3.2 

Nonetheless, several injections of tourism-related entities have been made in several aspects of the 

ontology, such as relevant additions to Vehicles (e.g. a tourist might be interested in commuting with 

the metro, or in the Venice case about gondolas), Art types (e.g. what type of art a tourist might be 

interested in seeing in the place that they visit – applicable also to Fontane), concepts pertaining to 

particular culinary preferences to look for in a place to visit, as seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Concepts related to touristic preferences in LUMO v3.2 

Lastly, major additions have been made towards the Gym-Exercise domain, with respect to related 

products, covering high level concepts such as accessories and clothing in general, as well as 

specific exercise-related ones, that may consist of preferences or may be provided as 

recommendation candidates in this domain, as depicted in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Concepts related to gym preferences in LUMO v3.2 

Furthermore, information related to physical activities as well as particular body parts and body 

muscles have been added, to cater for preferences regarding gym/exercise-related equipment and 

other products, e.g. products targeted to exercising biceps, flattening the belly, as seen in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Physical activities and other concepts related to preferences in a gym-exercise marketing setting in LUMO v3.2 

As one can easily observe from Figure 4, the volume of the cross-domain entities that the ontology 

now covers cannot be easily visualized in a tree form. Although the ontology's volume can still be 

handled tractably, in real-time, by the LiFR [34 reasoner which serves as Hyper360's recommender, 

the ontology is now undergoing a major revamp, making it more easily usable in the project but also 

re-usable from external sources2. This work-in-progress will be finalized for the optimization of the 

recommendation process, and thus will be reported in the future deliverable, D4.3.  

3.2 SEMANTIC INTERPRETER  

The semantic interpreter is based in the population of lexical graphs per each domain (in Hyper360's 

case, each scenario), through obtaining and analysing a large corpus of textual content relevant to 

the domain(s), retrieved online.  

3.3 TRAINING CORPUS POPULATION (OFFLINE-PREPROCESS) 

To this end, to populate this corpus, the web resources reported in Section “2. Personalization 

Domains based on User Scenarios” were automatically crawled in order to automatically extract raw 

text from its contents. For each web resource used as the seed, the text in the seed page was 

extracted automatically by a dedicated crawler and all links within the seed page were extracted and 

fed again to the automatic extraction tool, allowing for the tool to go deep into each web resource's 

catalogue.  

Several web resources did not allow for their contents (textual or otherwise) to be automatically 

extracted. In this case, alternative web resources with the same thematic content were manually 

                                                             
2 A major goal with ontologies within the semantic technologies domain is the re-usability of domain knowledge in 
different contexts and by different applications. That is also one of the reasons why LUMO is mapped to 5 other 
schemas, a reported in D4.1. 
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selected.  

In a post-processing step, duplicate text segments, links and other common phrases (e.g. "follow us 

on Facebook", "read more…") were omitted from the text of final training corpus.  

To this end, unique text from 114 web resources was retrieved for the Fontane scenario, 614 

resources for the gym-exercise scenario and 365 resources for the Venice-specific tourism scenario. 

In addition, 307 unique text items were retrieved for the Cattolica university scenario, which was not 

ultimately used as a personalization scenario.  

Several resources for Fontane and gym-exercise where retrieved in the previous iteration of the 

semantic interpreter's implementation, however for the first pilots the corpus was expanded also to 

German (for Fontane) and Italian (for gym/exercise and Tourism) text, since the semantic interpreter 

was expanded to handle multilingual text, as will be analysed further on.  

3.4 MULTILINGUAL LEXICAL GRAPH CONSTRUCTION (OFFLINE-PREPROCESS) 

Based on this unique corpus, representing formal as well as colloquial aspects of the aforementioned 

domains, multilingual lexical graphs were (re)created, based on the process analysed in Deliverable 

4.1. There was no distinction between English or other language terms in the population of the 

graphs, all terms, no matter the language, were analysed in terms of frequency of appearance and 

interrelated in terms of co-occurrence within the same graph for each domain, allowing for rich 

alignment of multilingual text. However common stopwords, such as articles, pronouns and other 

connectives (e.g. "and" - "und" - "e") were excluded from the graphs.  

In the following images (Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12), the graphs for Fontane, Gym/Exercise and 

Tourism (Venezia) can be observed.  

 

Figure 10: Multilingual semantic-lexical graph for the Fontane sub-domain 
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Figure 11: Multilingual semantic-lexical graph for the Gym/Exercise sub-domain 

 

Figure 12: Multilingual semantic-lexical graph for the Tourism (Venezia) sub-domain 

 

3.5 MULTILINGUAL SEMANTIC CONCEPT POPULATION (OFFLINE-PREPROCESS) 

The reason for the expanding the semantic interpretation process with a multilingual approach in 

Hyper360 is to allow producers to freely annotate content (such as hotspots and links) in their own 

language (Italian and German in Hyper360). The system should then be capable of semantically 

classifying the annotation to the English-based LUMO ontology. In addition, this way the system can 

also process original textual descriptions of the content items, like e.g. the hotspot name or a few 

lines of descriptive text that may accompany the item.  

This is handled during the concept vector population process, as described in Deliverable 4.1. As a 

quick reminder, in the English-only version, each ontology concept is assigned a vector which 

pertains to:  
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a. the concept's own (English) name, with a degree of 1.0  - in a [0.0, 1.0] scale; 

b. the concept's synonyms and (name) variations (as well as singular/plural form), as retrieved 

in the Wordnet [3] synsets, with a degree of 0.9, to allow some ambiguity in the contextual 

correctness of the synonym (e.g. some words might have some synonyms that only apply to 

particular contexts/domains and not generally); 

c. the neighbourhood around the concept/term and its synonym(s) - grouped together - as (if) 

retrieved in the lexical graph of the domain, with confidence degrees mapping to the 

importance and co-occurrence strength of each neighbour to the seed term/concept (re 

Deliverable 4.1 for more details).  

In the current multilingual version, this is expanded to: 

I. (b) does not only retrieve and group synonyms, but also the translation of each seed 

concept/term and of their synonym(s), as retrieved by Babelnet [4] , through the use of its 

dedicated API. These translations are inserted in the seed concept's vector, with the same 

manner as plain synonyms (degree = 0.9). Babelnet also provides all words that translate to 

a particular language from the original term, therefore inherently supporting synonym 

detection in the translations. 

II. (b) therefore now becomes: the English synonyms of the original English term/concept from 

the ontology, plus the Italian translations (including all Italian synonyms and singular/plural) 

and the German translations (including all German synonyms and singular/plural) are placed 

in the original concept's vector with a degree of 0.9 

III. (c) therefore becomes: the concept vector of the original (English) ontology concept is 

populated with the grouped neighbours of the original concept/term, of its English synonyms 

and of its Italian & German counterparts (including Italian/German synonyms).  

This provides the system with a wealth of semantic information, enabling largely disparate, 

multilingual text to be classified under uniform, slim and rich semantic conceptualizations. It should 

be noted that although the pre-processing part of (ii) happens once for all LUMO concepts, the 

process of concept vectors population is performed separately per each domain, since again 

different terms might have different meanings and interrelations depending on the context/domain. 

Therefore, in the concept vectors of each Hyper360 scenario/domain, only one language other than 

English (Italian or German) may be present (since the Fontane scenario is only German and the 

Gym and Tourism scenarios are only Italian and thus populated with a corresponding corpus). The 

concept vector creation process for an example LUMO concept ("artist") in the Tourism (Italian) 

domain is depicted in Figure 13 and the results (concept vector) for concept "artist", for Tourism, is 

presented in Table 3. It is worth noticing that a term frequency and co-occurrence threshold is 

applied, so semantically insignificant terms in a seed's neighbourhood are not retrieved for the 

concept vector population. 
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Figure 13: Multilingual semantic concept population example: concept "Artist" for the 'Tourism' (Italian) domain 

 

Table 3: Concept vector for "Artist" in the 'Tourism' (Italian) domain 

Artist @ Tourism 

artist 1.0 

creative person 0.9 

kreative person 0.9 

künstler 0.9 

artiste 0.9 

persona creativa 0.9 

artista 0.9 

artisti 0.9 

mostra 0.8 

internazionale 0.8 

exhibition 0.7 

experience 0.6 

life 0.5 

painting 0.5 

interior 0.5 

period 0.5 

tradition 0.5 

masterpiece 0.5 
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book 0.5 

altar 0.5 

occasion 0.5 

performance 0.5 

location 0.5 

 

3.6 MULTILINGUAL SEMANTIC CLASSIFICATION (ONLINE) 

Lastly, the interpretation of one or more textual terms (annotation/tags) or text segment into one or 

more ontology concepts takes place as described in Deliverable 4.1, so each term (besides common 

words) in the text is looked-up in all the concept vectors of all concepts in the domain and all concepts 

are returned, bearing the degree by which the plain term relates to the concept in its vector. E.g. in 

the previous example, if the word "masterpiece" is present in a content items annotation, then with 

a medium-low confidence (0.5), the concept "artist" may also be interesting to the user - besides 

'masterpiece' itself, which is in fact an ontology concept (Figure 14). If more than one 

annotation/textual terms classify under the same concept, their combined (average) classification 

degree will be used. In Figure 15 another example from the Gym/Exercise domain is presented, 

richer in cross-lingual classifications.  

 

Figure 14: Semantic classification example: concept "Masterpiece" for the 'Tourism' (Italian) domain 
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Figure 15: Multilingual semantic classiication example for the 'Gym/Exercise (Italian) domain 

 

3.7 TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The semantic interpreter (classification process) has been integrated with the Profiling Engine and 

the entire personalization process, as can be seen in the Profiling Engine workflow of the next 

section, through a Java-based REST service, running on a Tomcat Server. To this end, whenever a 

prominent event takes place during video consumption (e.g. click, user focus on an area for over a 

particular time interval, etc.), the OmniPlayer invokes the semantic interpreter through a dedicated 

call (/api/interpret/transaction), in which the player sends to the interpreter all meaningful 

transactions of the user with the content (viewing hotspots, clicking on links, etc.) within the video for 

this session/time interval. This interaction between OmniPlayer and the interpreter happens 

synchronously in real time during the fruition. The semantic interpreter then interprets the raw textual 

information of the provided content items and sends the semantically interpreter information about 

the content, along with the original information about the user and their behaviour over the content 

to the Profiling Engine. The Profiling Engine determines user preferences based on the classified 

concepts and the original information provided by the player. An example of the input and output of 

the Semantic Interpreter for a particular content consumption event can be seen in Appendix I. 
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4. PROFILING ENGINE 

The Profiling Engine component learns user preferences related to 360° video content consumption 

on several hardware platforms by extracting behavioural patterns during a particular playback 

session. These extracted patterns provide meaningful information about the objects and the type of 

content; a user has an interest based on performed interactions. 

The video content embeds different types of object elements like image thumbnails, hotspots, 

branching to a specific scene, textual labels, and links to external sources for detailed information. 

The OmniPlayer gathers the user activity information along with weighted semantic metadata (tags 

associated with an element) and provides that to the Semantic Interpreter, which in term semantically 

aligns the metadata and forwards the information to the Profiling Engine. The Profiling Engine 

correlates these behavioural patterns and the gathered information to learn the preferences and 

establish mutual relationships, that are provided to the Recommendation Engine, which provides a 

prioritized list of objects to each user, per session. 

As described in Section “4.2 Learning user preferences”, Profiling Engine also maintains a user's 

preferences history in the user profile database and further categorizes that into the short and long-

term to reflect individual content choices. Figure 16 illustrates the high-level workflow with core 

components to profile a user where the transfer of information starts from the OmniPlayer, which 

couples annotations information of the video content via OmniConnect and delivers it utilizing 

OmniCloud infrastructure to the Profiling Engine. It is essential to mention that before the final 

reception, a Semantic Interpreter interprets the annotation information to provide the semantic 

context as described in Section “3.2 Semantic Interpreter”. 

 

 

Figure 16: Profiling Engine Workflow 
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4.1 CAPTURING BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS FROM 360O PLAYBACK SESSION 

The Deliverable 5.1 (Preliminary Player Technology) describes in detail how the OmniPlayer uses 

an event-based approach to capture the critical user actions during a playback session. While 

watching 360° video content, a user can perform a range of actions, including changing or retaining 

a particular field-of-view (FoV) for a specific duration. Moreover, interactive actions like clicking on 

an external link, overlay images, hotspots, or jumping to another scene within the video are also of 

high importance. The OmniPlayer captures these events as soon as they occur and reports it to the 

Profiling Engine using its communication APIs. 

Before passing the user behavioural data to the Profiling Engine, the Semantic Interpreter receives 

the data to interpret and add semantic context and meaning to it. After this step, the Profiling Engine 

parses each received user transaction and categorizes it into four types for the ease of 

understanding and later use. As described in detail in Deliverable 4.1, data can be of type video 

metadata, user's current FoV, interaction events, and passive playback events. The mentioned 

deliverable also explains in detail with the help of an example how the Profiling Engine performs 

different analysis on the received behavioural data to extract the objects of interest and prioritizes 

them by assigning weights depending upon a user's interactions with those objects. 

Finally, all the raw transactions are stored in a user profile database to maintain a transactional 

reference history. Additionally, the parsed and categorized data corresponding to the user's short 

and long-term preferences are stored in respective database tables. These resulting short and long-

term profiles then serve as input to the Recommendation Engine to further recommend the related 

content to a user at the end or start of the playback session. 

4.2 LEARNING USER PREFERENCES  

In this section, we distinguish between a user's short and long-term profiles, which exhibit respective 

content preferences along with the benefits of using such profiles. 

The short-term preference updates are more frequent and constitute at maximum, a single user 

playback session. As we have discussed earlier, the OmniPlayer captures and reports user actions 

to the Profiling Engine as soon as they occur, so it is more likely the case that there are many 

transactions (updates) within one viewing session. The benefit of utilizing short-term profiles is to 

cope with a kind of "real-time" user behaviour and address the need for content choices for that short 

duration. It might be the case; for instance, a user shows a short interest in "Pop" genre while 

watching a Music Concert video based on extracted behavioural patterns and learned short-term 

preferences, but we can not necessarily deduce that he always likes such genre of Music. 

On the other hand, the long-term preferences represent a user's content choices spanning over a 

more extended period; thus, the update frequencies are less as compared to the short-term. 

Depending on the overall system workflow, the created long-term profile is semantically represented 

in axiomatic form (as detailed in D4.1, section 4.3) and then can be fetched by the Recommendation 

Engine at the end or start of a viewing session to recommend related content to the user according 

to his preferences. Currently, there is no restriction on the duration for long-term preferences, i.e., it 

is a continuous aggregation process over the short-term profiles. However, these preferences do 

exhibit a user's persistent content consumption trends, and it might become apparent that while he 

is somewhat interested in the "Pop" as described above in the case of short-term, but based on 

historical data he persistently likes "Jazz" when it comes to Music Concerts. 
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4.3 TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION   

We took the implementation status from the Deliverable 4.1 and build on that for further updates as 

part of the current deliverable. As a summary of the previous deliverable, the implementation aims 

to provide personalized services on different hardware platforms (desktop, mobile, smart-TVs, head-

mounted displays) using different versions of the OmniPlayer (Web, Android, iOS). All the 

components communicate with each other to form an end-to-end production system, following 

RESTful architecture to consume the respective implemented services via API endpoints. It is 

essential to mention that user management, i.e., registration, deletion, and any modifications, is not 

the primary job of the Profiling Engine, whereas, any received transaction contains the user 

information. To maintain, update or insert user transactions accurately, the Profiling Engine needed 

to persist minimum user information in a user table to verify whether a corresponding user record 

exists in the database; if not, it creates one. Otherwise, it updates the short and long-term profiles 

alongside maintaining raw transactional history. 

The current implementation uses MongoDB [5] , a cross-platform document-oriented database, as 

the data persistence layer. It is a NoSQL database, which uses JSON-like documents with schema 

and supports built-in "pre" and "post" middleware functions to intercept and manipulate all the 

incoming requests along with a rich set of queries to retrieve the data. There are seven database 

tables as listed below with respective description with all Create, Retrieve, Update, and Delete 

(CRUD) operations implemented. 

1. User: This table stores a user's information, such as name, automatically generated User ID 

to identify a particular user, and record timestamps. 

2. Session: This table stores information on a newly created session by automatically 

generating a Session ID, record timestamps, and a reference to the User ID. 

3. SessionItem: This table stores an incoming transaction as it is, i.e., without changing the data 

itself by creating an Item ID, record timestamps, and references to User and Session IDs. 

4. ShortUserPref: This table stores a weighted list of short-term preferences identified by a 

Preference ID, record timestamps, and references to User and Session IDs. 

5. ShortSemanticProfile: This table stores short-term semantic profiles identified by a Profile ID, 

record timestamps, and references to User and Session IDs.  

6. LongUserPref: This table stores a weighted list of long-term preferences identified by a 

Preference ID, record timestamps, and references to User and Session IDs. 

7. LongSemanticProfile: This table stores long-term semantic profiles identified by a Profile ID, 

record timestamps, and references to User and Session IDs. 

Furthermore, we selected Node.js [6] for the implementation of the Profiling Engine, which is an 

asynchronous, non-blocking, and event-driven JavaScript run-time, designed for scalable network 

applications along with NPM [7] tool for installing and managing required open-source packages. 

Additionally, we employed Express [8]  framework of Node.js, which provides out of the box robust 

features for web application development. As part of the previous deliverable, we have in detail 

described all Profiling Engine endpoints to exchange information between the OmniPlayer and 

Recommendation Engine. However, during development, we have modified and removed some 

additional endpoints, as described below. 

 The endpoint "/api/semantic/profile" splits into two separate endpoints 

"/api/semantic/profile/short" and "/api/semantic/profile/long" to better map and respond to a 

user's short and long-term semantic profiles. 

 The endpoints "/api/recog/behaviour", and "/api/learn" seemed additional and hence not 

implemented. 
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It is utmost important to explain the process for user behaviour comprehension, calculating weights 

and assignment to the concepts associated with different object elements, which eventually form 

short and long-term user preferences. The weights oscillate between 0 being the lowest and 1 being 

the highest, depending on the type of activity performed by a user. For example, any received user 

transaction (session item in context of profiling) may belong to one of the following three user activity 

types. 

1. Click: If the type field of a received session item contains "click" as value, it conveys that the 

user has interacted with the objects present in the data, i.e., he might hover on an 

informational icon, viewed an overlay image, clicked on a hotspot, jumped to another scene, 

or visited an external page. These events are of high importance and have the highest 

priority, so the Profiling Engine assigns the highest weight (1) to related concepts of those 

objects elements. 

2. FoV: The type value equal to "FoV" conveys that the user has navigated to a different view 

while watching 360° video content. The session item provides the viewing start and end time 

by subtracting the former from the latter, we get the retention time for a particular FoV event. 

By doing so, the weight calculation becomes more dynamic, i.e., based on the percentage of 

time compared to the total video duration, as shown by the formula:   

  W=(end-start) / duration 

3. Playback: In the case of type value being "playback" the Profiling Engine learns that these 

are player events like play, pause, seek, loadmetadata, or stop. Though these events do not 

have high priorities compared to point 1 and 2, their weights oscillate between 0 and 0.5 

depending on whether it’s a stop or play event, respectively. 

The process described above creates/updates a short-term preferences record per user playback 

session. The difference between short and long-term preferences is that the latter contains only one 

record per user, which keeps growing by appending the newly found concepts while the weight of 

already existing ones gets averaged. 
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5. USER PROFILING IN AUDIENCE ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES 

In September 2019 RBB and RTI performed Audience Assessment tests in the field of 

recommendation. Potential consumers were invited to interact with videos, first in order to generate 

a user profile, then, in a second phase, to see what the system recommended.  

The main feedback commented on two aspects:  

1. In the recommendation version, the icons were presented in different sizes or states: a) 

regular size for items that were below the recommendation threshold, b) about 20% larger 

for items with a light recommendation, and c) the same size as in b) but blinking for highly 

recommended items. >> Users understood the change in size and also instantly reacted to 

the blinking effect, but did not like it as a visual element. 

2. Users had to restart every video in order to use the recommendation service, in other words 

they could not follow the intended path of jumping from one video to another, but had to leave 

the first video to start the second from a list of available videos. This harmed the user 

experience substantially and brought negative feedback as a consequence. 

Concerning the suitability of the recommendations, test users at RBB were satisfied and not satisfied 

in equal numbers: 40% felt that the recommendations suited their preferences "not so much", 40% 

felt they suited them much and 20% were undecided, selecting the middle option "somewhat 

satisfied". The same reactions were given with respect to the question whether these 

recommendations improved the overall user experience. 

Test users at RTI gave slightly different reactions: For all test users the user experience had 

improved, for 67% only "a little", and for 33% "rather much". The suitability of the recommendations 

again was divided by half, while 50% of the test users felt rather motivated by the recommendations 

to engage more with content and 33% even "much more engaged" or motivated. 

5.1 USER SURVEY   

For the purposes of evaluating the Profiling Engine's (as well as the Recommendation Engine's) 

performance in the first Hyper360 proof-of-concept pilots, a web survey was set up. Entering the 

survey, the user is prompted to enter their username on the Hyper360 platform, as shown in Figure 

Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: Introduction page to the first pilots' personalization survey 

 In the first survey question, the user's top 10 preferences (as established in the last interaction with 
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the Hyper360 system) are retrieved live, rendered in a user-friendly format (including preference 

weight) and presented to the user. They are then asked to rate the preferences which were 

automatically extracted by the system, on a 5-point Likert scale - from 'extremely' matching their 

actual preferences to 'not at all' corresponding to their actual preferences (Figure 18). 

 

 

Figure 18: First pilots' personalization survey: preference rating 

 

At the next stage, the system retrieves the top 10 recommendations for the user for the last video 

they consumed in the Hyper360 system. Visual representation of this content (hotspot, image, link, 

or other) could not be integrated in this simple survey, therefore the background service retains only 

the semantic information of the content and converts them in a user-friendly textual format. The title 

of each item and their tags/textual description  are presented to the user, along with the 

recommendation weight. The user is then asked to evaluate the recommendations on the same 

Likert scale as before, in two aspects: (1) plainly assess the recommendations as if the user was not 

aware about their established preferences and (2) assess recommendations in context with the 

preferences that they saw in the previous stage (Figure 19). The latter assessment helps us identify 

whether potential success or failure of the recommendations are mostly due to the recommendation 

service's analysis itself or are more heavily influenced by the respective success or failure of the 

profiling system to recognize the user's preferences. 
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Figure 19: First pilots' personalization survey: absolute and relative (to profiling) rating of recommendations 

Lastly, the users were provided with the option to leave miscellaneous feedback in free-form text 

(Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: First pilots' personalization survey: free-form feedback 

The results of this survey form were stored on a MongoDB and were provided to RBB and RTI (for 

their respective users) to enrich their on-site observations and interviews during audience 

assessment. Furthermore, the feedback has been and is being used by the technical team behind 

WP4 to improve the personalization services for the final pilots. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This deliverable describes the information flow between the system components but focuses 

specifically on the concepts and employed methodologies that help to realize an efficient, robust, 

and accurate process of profiling a user. The semantic interpretation provides a better 

comprehension of user behaviour by providing context to the concepts associated with the objects 

in the consumed immersive media content. The learning of short and long-term user preferences 

and creation of respective semantic profiles serve as input to the Recommendation Engine for 

recommending related content that better matches with user preferences. 

As Hyper360 derives user profiles implicitly from user interactions, as opposed to explicit profiles 

created by pre-application questions, it is important to provide application interactions with contextual 

and conceptual information. While tagging interactive elements individually with a well-defined set of 

predefined keywords, terms would be possible, it would require expert knowledge on the side of the 

application builders to be efficient. Automatically semantically aligning domain knowledge based on 

a background ontology, allows producers to use a less restrictive set of meta tags in describing their 

content and interaction points. 
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APPENDIX I 

A 1.1 SEMANTIC INTERPRETER PAYLOAD 

Example of input message to the semantic interpreter (/api/interpret/transaction) from the 
OmniPlayer, pertaining to the user focusing on a particular area of the video (Field of View - FoV) 
containing several hotspots.  
{  

   "uid":"5cdac67b212df70fdd0b7dd4", 

   "sid":"5cf4fdc4907a0a6230f553bb", 

   "type":"fov", 

   "video":"Sporting_intermezzo_Copy of Sporting_per_assessment", 

   "videoMetadata":{  

      "name":"Sporting_intermezzo", 

      "duration":10752, 

      "configuration_name":"Copy of Sporting_per_assessment", 

      "topic":"gym-exercise" 

   }, 

   "startTime":"2288", 

   "endTime":"3631", 

   "objects":[  

      {  

         "object":"5cdd548519b5f9077cad8069", 

         "objectMetadata":{  

            "type":"video2d", 

            "name":"Delts Jump", 

            "tags":[  

               "deltoid", 

               "deltoidi", 

               "spalle" 

            ] 

         } 

      }, 

      {  

         "object":"5cdd54858556050af7b7df55", 

         "objectMetadata":{  

            "type":"video2d", 

            "name":"Cyclette Jump", 

            "tags":[  

               "bike", 

               "bici", 

               "spinning" 

            ] 

         } 

      }, 

      {  

         "object":"5cdd5485e8d2df86553f07cf", 

         "objectMetadata":{  

            "type":"video2d", 

            "name":"Cyclette Details", 

            "tags":[  

               "lower body", 

               "cardio", 

               "aerobic", 

               "bike", 

               "quadriceps", 

               "fitness", 

               "gambe", 

               "aerobico", 

               "quadricipiti", 

               "glutei", 

               "spinning", 

               "bici" 

            ] 

         } 

      }, 

      {  

         "object":"5cdd73ec3fd1900040a5300b", 
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         "objectMetadata":{  

            "type":"video2d", 

 

            "name":"Canottiera 2", 

            "tags":[  

               "women", 

               "tank top", 

               "canottiera", 

               "donna" 

            ] 

         } 

      }, 

      {  

         "object":"5cdd955318cfca224b6ad2d8", 

         "objectMetadata":{  

            "type":"video2d", 

            "name":"Canottiera Ad", 

            "tags":[  

               "women", 

               "tank top", 

               "canottiera", 

               "donna" 

           ] 

         } 

      } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

 
Example of response of the semantic interpreter (/api/interpret/transaction) to the previous message, 
containing both the original raw textual tags for reference, but most prominently the concepts – 
classification of each hotspot. The rest of the information, including the type of interaction and 
video/hotspot details remains intact. This message is fed to the Profiling Engine, to determine 
preferences based on the classified concepts.   
 
{ 

    "uid": "5cdac67b212df70fdd0b7dd4", 

    "objects": [ 

        { 

            "objectMetadata": { 

                "concepts": [ 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "deltoid" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "name": "Delts Jump", 

                "type": "video2d", 

                "tags": [ 

                    "deltoid", 

                    "deltoidi", 

                    "spalle" 

                ] 

            }, 

            "object": "5cdd548519b5f9077cad8069" 

        }, 

        { 

            "objectMetadata": { 

                "concepts": [ 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "spinning" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 0.9, 

                        "label": "bicycle" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "name": "Cyclette Jump", 

                "type": "video2d", 
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                "tags": [ 

                    "bike", 

                    "bici", 

                    "spinning" 

                ] 

            }, 

            "object": "5cdd54858556050af7b7df55" 

        }, 

        { 

            "objectMetadata": { 

                "concepts": [ 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "lower_body" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "cardio" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "aerobic" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "fitness" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "spinning" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 0.9, 

                        "label": "tights" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 0.9, 

                        "label": "bicycle" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 0.9, 

                        "label": "quadricep" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 0.9, 

                        "label": "gluteus" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "name": "Cyclette Details", 

                "type": "video2d", 

                "tags": [ 

                    "lower body", 

                    "cardio", 

                    "aerobic", 

                    "bike", 

                    "quadriceps", 

                    "fitness", 

                    "gambe", 

                    "aerobico", 

                    "quadricipiti", 

                    "glutei", 

                    "spinning", 

                    "bici" 

                ] 

            }, 

            "object": "5cdd5485e8d2df86553f07cf" 

        }, 

        { 

            "objectMetadata": { 

                "concepts": [ 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "tank_top" 

                    }, 
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                    { 

                        "weight": 0.9, 

                        "label": "woman" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "name": "Canottiera 2", 

                "type": "video2d", 

                "tags": [ 

                    "women", 

                    "tank top", 

                    "canottiera", 

                    "donna" 

                ] 

            }, 

            "object": "5cdd73ec3fd1900040a5300b" 

        }, 

        { 

            "objectMetadata": { 

                "concepts": [ 

                    { 

                        "weight": 1, 

                        "label": "tank_top" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "weight": 0.9, 

                        "label": "woman" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "name": "Canottiera Ad", 

                "type": "video2d", 

                "tags": [ 

                    "women", 

                    "tank top", 

                    "canottiera", 

                    "donna" 

                ] 

            }, 

            "object": "5cdd955318cfca224b6ad2d8" 

        } 

    ], 

    "startTime": "2288", 

    "video": "Sporting_intermezzo_Copy of Sporting_per_assessment", 

    "endTime": "3631", 

    "type": "fov", 

    "sid": "5cf4fdc4907a0a6230f553bb", 

    "videoMetadata": { 

        "duration": 10752, 

        "name": "Sporting_intermezzo", 

        "topic": "gym-exercise", 

        "configuration_name": "Copy of Sporting_per_assessment" 

    } 

} 

 

 

 
 


